A reversible cyclic process is analyzed in which the center of mass of an ideal gas is raised in a gravitational field during both an expansion phase and a subsequent contraction phase, with the gas returning to its initial height in a final step. When the properties of the gas are taken as uniform, the thermodynamic efficiency of this cycle is able to exceed that of a corresponding Carnot cycle, which is a violation of the second law of thermodynamics. The source of this discrepancy was previously claimed, when analyzing a similar heating and cooling of a sphere, to be the assumed independence of the internal energy on the gravitational field. However, this violation is only apparent since all of the effects of the gravitational field were not incorporated fully into the thermodynamic analysis of the cycle. When all the influences of the gravitational field are considered, no possible violation of the second law can occur. The evaluation of the entropy changes of the gas throughout the cycle also highlights other key inconsistencies that arise when the full effects of the gravitational field are neglected. As the analysis of the cycle provided here shows, the assumption of the independence of the internal energy, as well as other thermodynamic properties, on the gravitational field strength can still be invoked.
Introduction

Problem Statement: The Heating of Two Spheres in a Gravitational Field
In Reference [1] , the thermodynamic analysis of the heating of two identical homogeneous spheres, labeled A and B, in a constant gravitational field was reconsidered (in the non-relativistic limit only). In the standard problem statements describing this process, although both spheres begin with the same radius R and absolute temperature T, the heating nonetheless occurs with sphere A always resting on a horizontal platform, while sphere B is always suspended from a thread attached to a higher horizontal platform (see Figure 1) . Consequently, as the temperature of sphere A increases, its center of mass will rise in the gravitational field due to the thermal expansion of the sphere. With the thermal expansion coefficient defined as α P ≡ (1/v)(∂v/∂T) P (where v is the molar volume and P is the pressure), the radius of sphere A will increase by the differential amount dR = α P RdT/3 for the differential temperature increase dT. Assuming the horizontal platform is non-deformable, the center of mass of sphere A is therefore also raised by dR.
Figure 1.
Sphere A rests on a horizontal platform, while sphere B is suspended from a thread that is attached to another horizontal platform that is at a higher height in the gravitational field with strength (and pointing in the downward direction). Both spheres expand upon an increase in their temperatures, such that the center of mass of sphere A is raised, while that of B is lowered in the gravitational field. Now, the appropriate form of the first law of thermodynamics for sphere A, which is a closed system, is:
in which is the change in the potential energy of the sphere, is the change in the sphere's internal energy, is the differential amount of "heat added to/removed from" the sphere, and is the differential change in the volume of the sphere. While not explicitly stated, one can argue that the analysis in Reference [1] implicitly assumed the surroundings to be a constant pressure environment, so Equation (1) can be rearranged to yield:
where = + is the differential change in the enthalpy of the sphere for a constant pressure process. Since the mass of the sphere is unchanged, = , where is the specific isobaric heat capacity [2] . Therefore:
in which is the gravitational field strength. (Despite the appearance of the factor of three and the use of a specific heat capacity, Equation (3) is essentially identical to the corresponding result appearing in Reference [1] ).
In contrast, the same temperature increase of sphere B, accompanied by the same thermal expansion as sphere A, leads instead to a lowering of its center of mass by = /3 .
Consequently, for sphere B:
In other words, for the same , the final temperature of sphere A will be less than the final temperature of sphere B. (As a side note, since and should have the same signs, the quantity in parentheses in Equation (4) should be positive, requiring that 3 / . For example, if the sphere is comprised of pure copper, then 385 J/kg-K and 17 × 10 K −1 [3, 4] . For normal gravity, then 6.9 × 10 m. So as long as the copper sphere is smaller than the Earth, this condition will be satisfied!). Sphere A rests on a horizontal platform, while sphere B is suspended from a thread that is attached to another horizontal platform that is at a higher height in the gravitational field with strength g (and pointing in the downward direction). Both spheres expand upon an increase in their temperatures, such that the center of mass of sphere A is raised, while that of B is lowered in the gravitational field. Now, the appropriate form of the first law of thermodynamics for sphere A, which is a closed system, is:
in which dPE is the change in the potential energy of the sphere, dU is the change in the sphere's internal energy, δQ is the differential amount of "heat added to/removed from" the sphere, and dV is the differential change in the volume of the sphere. While not explicitly stated, one can argue that the analysis in Reference [1] implicitly assumed the surroundings to be a constant pressure environment, so Equation (1) can be rearranged to yield:
where (dH) P = dU + PdV is the differential change in the enthalpy of the sphere for a constant pressure process. Since the mass m of the sphere is unchanged, (dH) P = mC P dT, where C P is the specific isobaric heat capacity [2] . Therefore: δQ = mgα P RdT/3 + mC P dT = m(C P + gα P R/3)dT (3) in which g is the gravitational field strength. (Despite the appearance of the factor of three and the use of a specific heat capacity, Equation (3) is essentially identical to the corresponding result appearing in Reference [1] ). In contrast, the same temperature increase of sphere B, accompanied by the same thermal expansion as sphere A, leads instead to a lowering of its center of mass by dR = α P RdT/3. Consequently, for sphere B: δQ = m(C P − gα P R/3)dT
In other words, for the same δQ, the final temperature of sphere A will be less than the final temperature of sphere B. (As a side note, since δQ and dT should have the same signs, the quantity in parentheses in Equation (4) should be positive, requiring that R < 3C P /gα P . For example, if the sphere is comprised of pure copper, then C P ≈ 385 J/kg-K and α P ≈ 17 × 10 −6 K −1 [3, 4] . For normal gravity, then R < 6.9 × 10 6 m. So as long as the copper sphere is smaller than the Earth, this condition will be satisfied!).
Cyclic Process Based on the Heating of a Sphere in a Gravitational Field
Since the center of mass of sphere A rises while that of sphere B is lowered, the predicted difference in the final temperatures of the two spheres, as follows from the given first law analysis, may be an expected result. However, as argued in Reference [1] , such a conclusion is problematic. The resulting temperature difference apparently implies that a cyclic process could be generated that violates the second law of thermodynamics.
To see how, start with one of the spheres at an initial radius R 1 and temperature T 1 resting on a horizontal platform. Let α P also be a constant, so that dR = α P RdT/3 can be integrated to yield R = R 1 exp[α P (T − T 1 )/3]. Next, bring the sphere into thermal contact with a thermal reservoir at T 2 > T 1 . Upon increasing the temperature of the sphere from T 1 to T 2 , the center of mass of the sphere rises a distance of R 1 (exp[α P (T 2 − T 1 )/3] − 1), while according to Equation (3), the sphere "absorbs an amount of heat" equal to:
in which C P is also taken to be constant. Now, attach the sphere by a thread to another platform placed above it, and remove the bottom platform. Then, bring the sphere into thermal contact with a thermal reservoir at T 1 , reducing its temperature from T 2 back to T 1 . In this case, the center of mass of the sphere again rises a distance of
, while the sphere "releases an amount of heat" equal to:
Note for this analysis that Q abs −Q rel . Nevertheless, the sphere, although returned to its initial temperature, has been raised a total distance of 2R 1 (exp[α P (T 2 − T 1 )/3] − 1) in the gravitational field. Therefore, an additional step is required to return the sphere to its initial height (i.e., to rest again on the first bottom platform). As the sphere falls back down, the corresponding decrease in the sphere's potential energy allows for the generation of additional work in the amount of W = −2mgR 1 (exp[α P (T 2 − T 1 )/3] − 1). The net heat and work for the entire cyclic process are Q net = Q abs + Q rel = 2mgR 1 (exp[α P (T 2 − T 1 )/3] − 1) and W net = W = −Q net , respectively. (Since the sphere returns to its initial volume, and the surroundings are assumed to be at a constant pressure, the work done by the sphere during the initial expansion step is equal and opposite to the work done by the sphere during the subsequent compression step. Thus, the net work done around the cycle is just equal to the work produced as the sphere returns to its initial height). Therefore, we have generated a heat engine, or a cyclic process, undergoing interactions with the thermal reservoirs at T 1 and T 2 with a thermodynamic efficiency of:
As
, which is a limiting value that is independent of the temperature difference. However, any heat engine or cyclic process operating just between two different thermal reservoirs cannot have an efficiency that exceeds that of a Carnot engine or cycle operating between the same two reservoirs. In other words, Equation (7) cannot exceed a value of η C = (T 2 − T 1 )/T 2 . However, as T 2 − T 1 → 0 , Equation (7) approaches a non-zero limiting value, while η C → 0 . Hence, the efficiency of the cyclic process generated with the sphere can be made to exceed that of the corresponding Carnot cycle, thereby violating the second law of thermodynamics [1] .
Since such a violation cannot occur, Reference [1] then identifies the apparent source of this inconsistency: the internal energy of the sphere was assumed, as is normally done [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , to be independent of g. According to Reference [1] , by only letting U depend upon both T and g can the cycle be correctly analyzed, and the violation of the second law be eliminated.
Thermodynamically Consistent Analysis
The analysis leading to Equation (7) is relatively straightforward, and so the temperatureindependent limiting value of η for this cycle does indeed appear to be a troubling result. Yet, the conclusion reached in Reference [1] must be considered tentative. Various facets of the process, and their possible impact on the actual operation of the cycle, have not been fully accounted for in the thermodynamic analysis. In particular, and an example of one feature of the cycle that may have been neglected, is the potential role of the surroundings. Consequently, the works performed during the expansion and contraction of the sphere may not have been properly determined in the analysis.
What If the Sphere Is Surrounded by the Atmosphere?
In the problem statement of the heating of the two identical spheres in a gravitational field that is provided in Reference [1] , there is no specific mention of what surrounds the spheres. Likewise, in their analysis of the cyclic process with the single sphere, there is no explicit reference to what comprises the region external to the sphere and between the two platforms. As the initial problem of the heating of the two spheres discussed in Reference [1] is from the 1967 International Physics Olympiad competition, these missing details are understandable. A straightforward statement of the process, without seemingly unwarranted complexities, was presumably needed. In addition, when considering the cycle based on the heating/cooling of the single sphere, there appears to be no a priori restrictions on the surroundings in order for the cyclic process to occur.
As noted before, the surroundings in Reference [1] were implicitly assumed to be a constant pressure environment. In their analysis, only the "heat capacity" of the sphere is invoked. Since the volume of the sphere varies, this "heat capacity" cannot refer to the constant volume heat capacity. The other heat capacity of relevance in thermodynamics is the constant pressure heat capacity, which is typically employed when the volume of the system changes. Hence, one can argue that Reference [1] , whether intentionally or not, assumed that the sphere was exposed to an atmosphere of fixed pressure. (Again, we note that Equation (3), which was derived after an explicit reference to a constant pressure environment, is essentially identical to the corresponding result obtained in Reference [1] ).
However, now that the presence of the surrounding atmosphere is explicitly acknowledged, we must also consider that the atmosphere will be subject to the same gravitational field as the sphere, i.e., the pressure of the surroundings will vary with height. In the analysis of the cycle presented so far, with the constant pressure environment, the works of expansion and contraction of the sphere are simply equal to −P|∆V| and +P|∆V|, respectively (where |∆V| is the magnitude of the volume change). Yet, in the presence of the gravitational field, the atmosphere no longer imposes a constant pressure. Since the local pressure exerted on the sphere varies with height, and the specific value of a given local pressure depends upon the location of the center of mass of the sphere within the gravitational field, the two works of expansion and contraction may not necessarily cancel each other out. During the contraction phase, the center of mass of the sphere is never located at a height below that of the expansion phase. In addition, because of the presence of the lower platform during the expansion, most of the volume increase occurs around the top of the sphere, where the local pressure is lower than what it is at the platform. Due to the thread during the contraction, most of the volume decrease occurs around the bottom of the sphere, where the pressure is higher. Hence, the net work around the cycle, as well as Q abs , may be different from what appears in Equation (7) . Consequently, the thermodynamic efficiency of the cycle may not in fact exceed that of the corresponding Carnot cycle.
Accounting properly for the pressure variations in the surroundings may also resolve another curious aspect of the cyclic process (which may provide an explanation as to why the current analysis of the cycle appears to lead to a violation of the second law). The raising of the center of mass of the sphere occurs in two steps, both of which are thermally driven processes, i.e., the sphere's upward movement is instigated by the heating/cooling and subsequent thermal expansion/contraction of the sphere. Yet, the heating/cooling should ultimately give rise to certain effects that induce a net mechanical action on the sphere. However the process is carried out, the upward movement of the sphere that occurs against the downward pull of gravity must be due to the forces (besides gravity)-and their corresponding displacements-that are exerted on the sphere. As these forces are responsible for the lifting of the sphere, their effect on the sphere should not vanish, and this effect should remain in the thermodynamic analysis. The resulting increase in the potential of the energy of the sphere should presumably always occur in combination with the performance of work on the sphere.
For this process, only the surrounding atmosphere exerts the relevant forces on the sphere that are needed to increase its height. (The platform and the thread also exert forces on the sphere. However, the points of contact between them and the sphere are not displaced, and so they do no work on the sphere). At the same time, the pressure of the atmosphere is assumed to be the same everywhere and constant. Hence, the atmosphere exerts the same forces on the sphere during both the expansion and contraction phases of the process. Consequently, the net work done by the atmosphere on the sphere is zero over these two steps, even though the sphere has been raised in the gravitational field. However, by considering the variation of the pressure with height, as noted before, the atmosphere may be exerting larger forces along the bottom of the sphere during the contraction phase compared to the smaller forces exerted along the top of the sphere during the expansion phase. Thus, the atmosphere may still be applying an effective upward force to displace the sphere, i.e., the net work done by the atmosphere over these two steps may not necessarily vanish.
What If There Is No Atmosphere Surrounding the Sphere?
Although the assumption that the sphere is exposed to the atmosphere is reasonable, it nonetheless adds an additional layer of complexity to the analysis of the cycle. Furthermore, its appearance in the analysis draws attention away from the impact that gravity may have on just the sphere and how those effects are not necessarily being handled properly in the standard thermodynamic description of the cycle. Perhaps then, the sphere was supposed to be placed in a vacuum, with any effects of the environment, by construction, being irrelevant. While the introduction of a vacuum potentially simplifies the analysis, it is nonetheless a rather specific restriction on the process. There is again no obvious reason why the cycle must only occur within a vacuum, with the corresponding violation arising, for some reason, only when there is no surrounding atmosphere. Nevertheless, this limiting situation does serve to highlight additional aspects of the problem that have yet to be considered, which if properly accounted for may also not result in the cycle violating the second law.
As a reminder, the radius of the sphere was taken to change by the differential amount dR = α P RdT/3 for the differential temperature change dT, with the location of the center of mass of the sphere also changing by the same amount of dR. (In Reference [1] , the differential change in the radius is determined by dR = αRdT, with α denoting the "thermal expansion coefficient". The missing "3" suggests this is a linear, or radial, thermal expansion coefficient, as opposed to the volume-based parameter used here). However, the use of (either version of) this relation assumes that the material being heated or cooled always maintains the same shape, i.e., the system of interest is always spherical. Thus, by construction, the center of mass of the system always resides at the center of the sphere (hence its concomitant raising and lowering by dR). In other words, gravity has no effect on the shape of the system. However, if the solid remains spherical, even in the presence of a gravitational field, then one is implicitly assuming that the sphere is comprised of an incompressible substance. Yet, for the problem of interest, the use of an incompressible substance gives rise to two additional thermodynamic inconsistencies.
First, incompressibility is an idealization, providing a convenient model for the solution of various problems. Yet, only certain aspects of this model are typically invoked. The full-and thermodynamically consistent-behavior of such a substance is usually not considered. For example-at least for a fluid-incompressibility implies by definition that the isothermal compressibility, κ T ≡ −(1/v)(∂v/∂P) T , is equal to zero (i.e., there is no change in density regardless of the pressure change). Now, via the cyclic rule, we have that (∂P/∂T) v = α P /κ T , which is finite for real fluids. Thus, for this model fluid, α P must also be taken equal to zero [10] , i.e., there is only one allowed molar volume or density, independent of T and P, for an incompressible fluid. In other words, for an incompressible fluid, the volume of the system (of fixed mass) cannot change upon heating or cooling! (As an aside, an incompressible fluid must also have identical values of its isochoric and isobaric heat capacities [10] . As noted before, Reference [1] did not specify which type of heat capacity was invoked in the analysis, which is perhaps another indication that the sphere was implicitly assumed to be incompressible.) Similar arguments should apply for an incompressible solid. Hence, for a sphere that is presumed to be incompressible, the location of its center of mass will not vary at all during the heat and cooling stages. In this case, the resulting (and now uninteresting) cycle will certainly not violate the second law.
As the thermal expansion of the solid is of course a crucial aspect of the cycle, the substance comprising it cannot then be incompressible. However, then, the second possible inconsistency arises. With the solid now being compressible, its shape will no longer be that of a perfect sphere because of gravitational effects. Moreover, the solid's shape will depend upon whether it is resting on the platform, or whether it is being suspended from the thread. When the solid rests on the platform, the bottom portion of the solid will have to support the weight of all the remaining higher portions of the solid. Hence, these lower layers will be compressed more than the upper layers. The solid will be squashed to some extent, resembling, although not exactly, an oblate spheroid. On the other hand, when suspended from the thread, the solid will now be under tension. In this case, the upper layers will have to support (under tension) all the remaining lower portions of the solid. Hence, the upper layers will be stretched more than the lower layers. The sphere, in this arrangement, will be more like, though again not exactly, a prolate spheroid (at least in those upper layers). Whatever its precise shape, the gravitational field will give rise to density variations within the solid, the nature of which will be different when the solid rests on the platform or when suspended by thread. These density variations must be properly accounted for when determining the change in the center of mass of the solid, or the change in the potential energy of the solid. Consequently, when the solid is heated or cooled, dR = α P RdT/3 is no longer a relevant description of both the volume increase/decrease and the change in height of the center of mass of the solid.
There are even other aspects of the cyclic process that should be considered in more detail. For example, the lower platform and thread were assumed to be non-deformable, but consistency now requires that compressibility effects be accounted for in these systems. In addition, the shape of the solid will change in between the end of the heating stage and prior to the start of the cooling stage, simply when the thread is attached to the top of the solid and the lower platform, on which the solid had been resting, is removed. Presumably, the location of the center of mass will not remain fixed during this shape change, and the corresponding difference in the potential energy for this previously ignored step should also be included in the analysis. Finally, how the compressive and tensile forces within the sphere vary throughout this thermally-driven process is an interesting problem. These internal forces, which will vary along with the changes in the internal density profile, will give rise to internal works (which themselves are manifested as changes in the internal energy of the solid) that alter the shape of the solid and ultimately serve to raise or lower the center of mass (which here in a vacuum occurs without the aid of an external force agent, such as the atmosphere). Overall, a fully consistent analysis of this seemingly simple problem of the heating and cooling of a sphere is quite complicated. Thus, the previous conclusion that this cyclic process yields a violation of the second law, when the internal energy is assumed to be independent of the field strength, must be considered as tentative.
Equivalent Cyclic Process for an Ideal Gas in a Container in a Gravitational Field
Although the works of expansion/contraction of the sphere when it is surrounded by the atmosphere could be determined when the pressure of the surroundings varies with height, or the varying shape of the solid could, in principle, be determined, another analogous reversible cyclic process is instead considered in this paper. This process conveniently sidesteps various complications that arise for the solid and simplifies greatly the analysis of the various steps of the cycle. In particular, an ideal gas is chosen to replace the solid as the "working substance", which then follows a suitably designed cyclic process. Although not identical to the process for the sphere, the net effect of this cycle for the ideal gas is the same as that for the sphere, i.e., the center of mass of the gas is raised both during an expansion phase and a subsequent contraction phase, with the gas dropping down to its initial height in a final step.
Once this new cycle is properly analyzed, in which the pressure variations with height of the ideal gas are explicitly considered (i.e., the compressibility of the gas is directly accounted for), the net work performed on the gas as its center of mass is raised in the gravitational field no longer vanishes, and is equal to the increase in the potential energy of the gas. Consequently, the net work performed around the cycle is identically equal to zero, even though the internal energy is still assumed to be independent of g. Hence, no possible violation of the second law is found to occur for this process. At least for this and similar cycles, the assumption of the independence of the internal energy on g does not, as of yet, give rise to an inconsistency with the laws of thermodynamics. Finally, the use of the ideal gas allows for other important thermodynamic properties to be straightforwardly determined. The determination of the entropy of the gas, for example, at various points throughout the cycle further highlights other key inconsistencies that arise when the full effects of the gravitational field are neglected.
The system and reversible cycle of interest, which is analogous to the cyclic process generated with the sphere, is presented in Figure 2 . Initially, a pure component ideal gas at a uniform temperature T 1 is contained within a cylinder of constant cross-sectional area A in which there is a movable piston (of negligible mass) located at a height h 1 relative to the bottom of the cylinder. A vacuum surrounds the container, while an external agent imposes a force such that the pressure on the top of the piston is equal to P * . (Since the gas is at equilibrium, and the piston is movable, the pressure the gas exerts on the bottom side of the piston is therefore also equal to P * ). The cylinder initially rests on a platform. In step 1, while the bottom of the cylinder remains on the platform, and with the pressure on the piston being kept fixed at P * , the temperature of the gas is increased from T 1 to T 2 . The volume of the gas increases as well, with the height of the piston increasing to h 2 . Due to the volume increase, the center of mass of the gas has also been raised in the gravitational field. (This step is similar to the expansion phase of the sphere, where its volume and the height of its center of mass are likewise increased). Next, in step 2, the piston is now held in place, being attached to a higher platform via a rigid connecting rod. Keeping the pressure of the gas on the bottom of the piston always equal to P * , the cylinder is now raised, decreasing the distance between the piston and the bottom of the cylinder from h 2 to h 1 while decreasing the temperature of the gas from T 2 back to T 1 . Although the gas has been restored to its initial state (i.e., initial temperature and volume), its center of mass has been, however, raised a distance of h 2 − h 1 relative to its location at the beginning of step 1. (This step is similar to the contraction phase of the sphere, where its volume decreases while the height of its center of mass is still increased). Finally, in step 3, the cylinder, similar to the sphere, is returned to the lower platform, keeping the piston at its fixed height relative to the bottom of the cylinder (i.e., there is no change in the temperature and volume of the gas during this last step). All three steps together comprise a cyclic process, the net effect of which is similar to the process generated with the sphere. (Note that a vacuum outside of the container is not strictly required for the analysis. If the cylinder were exposed to the atmosphere, which would be subject to the same gravitational field, the external agent in steps 1 and 3 would therefore be required to vary its imposed external force such that the net force exerted on the top of the piston were always equal to P * ). Figure 2 . An ideal gas is contained within a cylinder of a constant cross-sectional area with a movable piston of negligible mass. In the first step 1 of this reversible cyclic process, and while the cylinder remains on the lower platform, the temperature of the ideal gas is increased from to . The pressure on the piston remains at * while the height of the piston also increases from ℎ to ℎ . In the second step 2, the piston is held in placed by a rigid connecting rod attached to the upper platform. While keeping the pressure on the piston again at * , the temperature of the gas is decreased from to , while the relative height of the piston from the bottom of the cylinder is decreased from ℎ to ℎ . Consequently, the center of mass of the gas has been raised in the gravitational field. In the final step 3, the cylinder is returned to the lower platform without changing the temperature and volume of the gas. Hence, the center of mass of the gas has been returned to its initial height, as it was at the beginning of the cycle and prior to the start of step 1.
Ignoring the Effects of Gravity on the Properties of the Ideal Gas
To begin, let's neglect the effects of gravity on the internal properties of the gas, i.e., the local properties of the gas are taken to be independent of their position in the gravitational field. In other words, the temperature, pressure, and density of the gas (as well as all other intensive properties) are always assumed to be uniform throughout the container. Hence, the center of mass of the gas always resides at the center of the cylinder. In this case, the thermodynamic analysis of this cycle will be quite similar to the previous analysis of the cyclic process with the sphere.
In step 1, while remaining on the platform, and with the pressure on the piston being kept fixed at * , the temperature of the gas is increased from to . (With assumed uniform properties, the pressure of the gas is also equal to * everywhere). The height of the piston increases to ℎ , while the center of mass of the gas is raised from ℎ /2 to ℎ /2. The work done by the gas along this constant pressure expansion is simply = − * ℎ − ℎ . (In thermodynamics, work is calculated from the forces at the boundary of the system and their corresponding displacements. The only boundary of the gas that is displaced in this step is that residing just below the piston, which moves a distance ℎ − ℎ , with the gas exerting a constant force *
at that boundary). The change in the potential energy of the gas is ∆ = ℎ − ℎ /2, where is the number of moles of the gas and is its molecular weight. For an ideal gas, and for fixed , the differential change in the internal energy of the gas is given by = , regardless of the pathway taken, where is the specific isochoric heat capacity of the ideal gas [11] . Assuming that is a constant, the change in internal energy of the gas for this step is therefore ∆ = − . Hence, and again noting that + = + , the "heat absorbed" by the gas in this step is:
Since the properties of the ideal gas are uniform, the pressure, temperature, and the height of the piston are related through the ideal gas equation of state, ℎ = , where is the ideal gas constant. Thus, Equation (8) can be rewritten as: Figure 2 . An ideal gas is contained within a cylinder of a constant cross-sectional area with a movable piston of negligible mass. In the first step 1 of this reversible cyclic process, and while the cylinder remains on the lower platform, the temperature of the ideal gas is increased from T 1 to T 2 . The pressure on the piston remains at P * while the height of the piston also increases from h 1 to h 2 . In the second step 2, the piston is held in placed by a rigid connecting rod attached to the upper platform. While keeping the pressure on the piston again at P * , the temperature of the gas is decreased from T 2 to T 1 , while the relative height of the piston from the bottom of the cylinder is decreased from h 2 to h 1 . Consequently, the center of mass of the gas has been raised in the gravitational field. In the final step 3, the cylinder is returned to the lower platform without changing the temperature and volume of the gas. Hence, the center of mass of the gas has been returned to its initial height, as it was at the beginning of the cycle and prior to the start of step 1.
In step 1, while remaining on the platform, and with the pressure on the piston being kept fixed at P * , the temperature of the gas is increased from T 1 to T 2 . (With assumed uniform properties, the pressure of the gas is also equal to P * everywhere). The height of the piston increases to h 2 , while the center of mass of the gas is raised from h 1 /2 to h 2 /2. The work done by the gas along this constant pressure expansion is simply W 1 = −P * A(h 2 − h 1 ). (In thermodynamics, work is calculated from the forces at the boundary of the system and their corresponding displacements. The only boundary of the gas that is displaced in this step is that residing just below the piston, which moves a distance (h 2 − h 1 ), with the gas exerting a constant force P * A at that boundary). The change in the potential energy of the gas is ∆PE 1 = NMg(h 2 − h 1 )/2, where N is the number of moles of the gas and M is its molecular weight. For an ideal gas, and for fixed N, the differential change in the internal energy of the gas is given by dU = NMC v dT, regardless of the pathway taken, where C v is the specific isochoric heat capacity of the ideal gas [9] . Assuming that C v is a constant, the change in internal energy of the gas for this step is therefore ∆U 1 = NMC v (T 2 − T 1 ). Hence, and again noting that dPE + dU = δQ + δW, the "heat absorbed" by the gas in this step is:
Since the properties of the ideal gas are uniform, the pressure, temperature, and the height of the piston are related through the ideal gas equation of state, PAh = NRT, where R is the ideal gas constant. Thus, Equation (8) can be rewritten as:
where β = NRMg/2PA and C P = C v + R/M for an ideal gas. Note the similarity between Equation (9) and Equation (3), in which m = NM is the total mass of the gas. In step 2, while the piston is held in place, and with the pressure exerted on the bottom of the piston always equaling P * , the cylinder is raised. The distance between the piston and the bottom of the cylinder is decreased from h 2 to h 1 while the temperature of the gas is decreased from T 2 back to T 1 . For this step, the center of mass of the gas, relative to its location at the start of step 1, has been raised a distance of h 2 − h 1 in the gravitational field. In addition, since the piston is held fixed, the gas does no work on this boundary. Rather, as the bottom of the cylinder is moved upwards, work is done on the gas at this lower boundary. At this lower boundary, the pressure of the gas is also equal to P * , as the intensive properties of the gas are taken as uniform, and is a constant by design. Therefore, as the volume of the gas is decreased, the work done on the gas during this step is W 2 = P * A(h 2 − h 1 ). At the beginning of step 2, the center of mass of the gas is located at a height of h 2 /2 with respect to the bottom platform. At the end of step 2, the center of mass is therefore at h 1 /2 + h 2 − h 1 . Thus, the change in the potential energy of the gas for step 2 is
, we have that:
Similar to what was found for the sphere, we note that
Finally, allow the cylinder to return to the lower platform, keeping the piston at its fixed height relative to the bottom of the cylinder. From this step, the additional work W 3 = −NMg(h 2 − h 1 ) is recovered. Hence, for the entire cyclic process,
(Just like for the sphere, W 1 + W 2 = 0, even though the gas has been raised in the gravitational field over these two steps.) Therefore, a cyclic process has been generated with a thermodynamic efficiency of:
The efficiency in Equation (11), unlike what appears in Equation (7), is not a function of either T 1 or T 2 . However, similar to what was found for the sphere, Equation (11) implies that the efficiency of the cyclic process will exceed that of the corresponding Carnot cycle for appropriate values of T 1 and T 2 . Again, an apparent violation of the second law of thermodynamics is found. As noted earlier, the above conclusion may not be valid, since the variations in the intensive properties of the gas due to gravity have not been accounted for in the analysis. At equilibrium, the pressure and other intensive properties of the gas are not necessarily uniform in a gravitational field [8] , and these local variations with height must be explicitly considered when analyzing the different steps of the reversible cycle. In the next subsection, the various work, heat, and energy terms around the cycle are again determined, but now the effects of gravity on the properties of the gas are included in the analysis.
Before doing so, it is noted that neglecting the influence of gravity may seem to be a reasonable assumption when analyzing the properties of the ideal gas. As will be seen in the next section, RT/Mg is a characteristic length scale over which the properties of the ideal gas will observably vary in a gravitational field. Hence, for a gas within a container of height h, the properties of the gas will be nearly uniform when Mgh/RT 1. For nitrogen, as an example, within a container of height h = 1 m and a temperature of T = 300 K, Mgh/RT = 1.1 × 10 −4 (for g = 9.8 m/s 2 ). Thus, nitrogen will appear to be, at least to the precision of what is typically observed experimentally, "uniformly" distributed throughout the container. However, such an apparent uniformity is not pertinent to a rigorous thermodynamic analysis of a given reversible process. When considering whether a particular process may or may not violate a law of thermodynamics, a distinction has to be made at the start of the analysis between "what appears to be uniform" and "what is strictly uniform". To definitively determine if the process in question satisfies the second law, the corresponding heat, work, and energy terms must be rigorously determined, not just approximately so. The properties of the gas at equilibrium in a gravitational field must be strictly accounted for when it undergoes the reversible cycle (which, by definition, traverses a succession of equilibrium states). Only after the corresponding work, heat, and energy terms have been consistently and rigorously determined (as the possible delicate balance between these terms may not be satisfied if the system is assumed at the outset to be "essentially uniform") can a conclusion be confidently drawn about a possible violation of the second law.
Including the Effects of Gravity on the Properties of the Ideal Gas
In a gravitational field, the variation with height z of both the pressure and molar density of an ideal gas with a uniform temperature is proportional to exp(−Mgz/RT) [8] , where +z points in the upward direction, while the gravitational force points in the −z (downward) direction (with z = 0 located at the bottom platform). Since the container is closed, the integration of the molar density as a function of z from the bottom to the top of the container must be related to N, which is the total number of moles of gas in the container. Consequently, in its initial state, with a temperature T 1 and the piston at height h 1 above the bottom platform, the molar density and pressure of the ideal gas vary with height according to:
RT 1 (13) in which P = ρRT is still satisfied at each z. Since the piston is also initially at rest, we find from Equation (13) that the pressure of the gas exerted on the bottom of the piston is related to the initial height of the piston as follows:
For given values of P * , N, and T (as well as M and A), there is a unique value of h 1 . The pressure of the gas at the bottom of the container, P bott , is obtained by setting z = 0 in Equation (13) . Upon doing so, one finds that (P bott − P * )A = NMg, which is just the total weight of the gas. In addition, because the density of the gas is not uniform, the center of mass of the gas is not necessarily located at the center of the container. The height of the center of mass, z 1 , can be determined using Equation (12) , and is given by:
In general, only for Mgh 1 /RT 1 → 0 does z 1 → h 1 /2 . However, as the same system is being compared under two different conditions (i.e., M, h 1 , and T 1 are identical both with and without the effects of gravity), effectively only for just g → 0 is the center of mass located at the center of the container. Again, for given values of P * , N, and T (as well as M and A), there is a unique value of z 1 . Now, during step 1, the temperature of the gas increases from T 1 to T 2 , while the height of the piston increases from h 1 to h 2 . Since the pressure on the piston is kept fixed at P * , the work done by the gas along this expansion is again equal to W 1 = −P * A(h 2 − h 1 ). However, while the piston height increases from h 1 to h 2 , the center of mass of the gas increases from z 1 to z 2 . Hence, the change in the potential energy of the gas is ∆PE 1 = NMg( z 2 − z 1 ), which in general is not equal to NMg(h 2 − h 1 )/2. For an ideal gas, in the absence of a gravitational field, the molar internal energy, u, is only a function of T [9] . Even in the presence of the field, u is likewise taken to be only a function of T (and not also on g). Since T is uniform, u is also uniform or independent of z. Thus, again assuming C v is a constant, ∆U 1 = NMC v (T 2 − T 1 ) for this step. Therefore, the "heat absorbed" by the gas is:
Next, for step 2, as the piston is held fixed, and the pressure of the gas at the top of the cylinder is also held fixed at P * , the bottom of the cylinder is moved upwards. At this lower boundary, the pressure of the gas, P bott , is also a constant, since (P bott − P * )A = NMg (for a container with a constant cross-sectional area, the pressure at the bottom must always balance both the pressure at the top of the gas, P * , which is constant, and the fixed weight of the gas). As the volume of the gas is decreased, and the bottom of the cylinder is displaced a distance of h 2 − h 1 , the work done on the gas is
. At the beginning of this step, the center of mass of the gas is located at z 2 , with respect to the bottom platform. At the end of step 2, the center of mass is at z 1 + h 2 − h 1 (where z 1 was determined when the cylinder was in contact with the bottom platform with a piston height of h 1 ). Thus, the change in the potential energy for step 2 is
Unlike what was found for the sphere or the case of uniform gas properties, Q 1 = −Q 2 and W 1 −W 2 . The balancing of these two "heat flows", along with a non-zero net work interaction at this stage of the process, is a physically appealing result. At the completion of step 2, the gas has been fully returned to its initial internal state, and has simply been raised in the gravitational field. Even though the overall process is thermally driven, the raising of an object in a gravitational field, without changing any other of its properties, should presumably occur without a net "heat flow" into the system. Since only the height of the gas has been increased, the expected net effect of completing both steps 1 and 2 should only be a non-zero work interaction (whether or not these two steps are initiated by a heating of the gas). Moreover, this non-vanishing work interaction should be consistent with the change in potential energy of the gas. In fact, for the current analysis, W 1 + W 2 = NMg(h 2 − h 1 ), with the latter being identical to the potential energy change of the gas after the completion of steps 1 and 2.
Finally, for step 3, we allow the cylinder to return to the lower platform, keeping the piston at its fixed height relative to the bottom of the cylinder. From this step, one recovers the additional work,
and there is no net work produced for this cyclic process.
Hence, there is no possibility for this cyclic process to violate the second law, since its thermodynamic efficiency is always equal to zero. This conclusion is reached when the effects of the gravitational field are consistently incorporated into the thermodynamic analysis, i.e., the various work and potential energy terms are determined using the equilibrium properties of an ideal gas under gravity. Moreover, the internal energy is still assumed to be independent of g.
Evaluation of the Entropy Changes of the Ideal Gas Around the Cycle
Taking into account all the gravitational effects in the analysis of the cycle eliminates another thermodynamic inconsistency that appears when the properties of the gas are taken to be uniform.
When the intensive properties of the gas are assumed to be uniform, a discrepancy appears between two necessarily equivalent ways of determining the entropy change of the gas for the various steps of the cycle. This discrepancy does not arise because of the assumed independence of the entropy on g, and is eliminated simply by considering the full effects of the gravitational field. Finally, this inconsistency may also explain why the net heat around the cycle, and by extension the net work, is not zero for the case of uniform gas properties.
To begin, consider the case of non-uniform gas properties, in which all the gravitational effects are determined. Identical to the internal energy, the entropy of the gas is taken to be independent of g. Since the molar density of the gas varies with height, the molar entropy, s, of the gas also varies with height. Thus, start with the following form of the differential change in the molar entropy of an ideal gas (which for a pure component ideal gas will only be a function of the changes in two other intensive variables, which are chosen here to be changes in T and ρ) [8] :
Selecting the molar entropy at a temperature T r and molar density ρ r to be an arbitrary reference state, and again letting C v be a constant, then:
Since the above molar entropy is a function of height z, the total (extensive) entropy of the ideal gas, S, at a particular temperature and total height h of the container (or location of the piston relative to the bottom of the container) is given by [8] :
Substituting Equation (12) into Equation (19), and then into Equation (20), yields upon evaluation:
Now, using Equation (21), the entropy change of the gas for step 1 of the cycle is given by (in which T 1 → T 2 and h 1 → h 2 ):
The reference state does not appear in Equation (22), as expected, but the above expression appears to directly contradict the assumed independence of the entropy on g. However, equation (14) indicates that since P * is constant for step 1, h/T will also be constant as the gas expands. Furthermore, since h/T is constant, Equation (15) likewise requires that z /T be constant for this step. Therefore, each of the last two terms on the right hand side of Equation (22) is equal to zero, and the entropy change reduces to:
Even though the pressure of the gas varies with height, the gas always exerts a fixed local pressure on the piston (equal to P * ). Interestingly, the entropy change (with non-uniform properties) becomes identical to what is expected for an ideal gas with uniform properties undergoing a constant pressure process [2] . However, note that the isochoric and isobaric heat capacities of an ideal gas are, in general, only functions of temperature. In the current analysis, they are both taken to be constant. Hence, the pressure of the ideal gas (even if it varies) is irrelevant for the chosen value of C P . Thus, Equation (23) is perhaps an expected result. Now, the entropy change of the gas can also be obtained directly from the definition of the differential change in the entropy [9] :
which is to be evaluated along a reversible pathway. (Since T is uniform during the process, the above makes use of the "heat added to/removed from" the entire system, which is the same term that appears in the earlier first law analysis of the cycle.) Returning to Equation (16), one finds for step 1 that:
and so:
thermal reservoir at T 1 is equal to −Q 2 /T 1 for step 2. Consequently, the entropy change of the universe for the cyclic process is equal to:
where again, Q 1 = −Q 2 , and Q 1 > 0 and T 2 > T 1 . As required by the second law, the entropy of the universe never decreases for this process (with the positive change occurring because of the irreversible heat transfer between the gas and the reservoirs, i.e., the heat transfer occurs directly between two bodies whose temperatures differ by finite amounts). Again, these thermodynamically consistent conclusions are found even upon invoking the assumption that the thermodynamic properties of the ideal gas are independent of g.
Finally, let's analyze the cycle for the case in which the properties of the gas are always taken to be uniform. Returning to Equations (18) to (20), but now letting the molar density be independent of location within the cylinder, Equation (23) is again obtained, as expected for a constant pressure process for a uniform ideal gas. However, for this case, as follows from Equation (8):
where, again for the assumption of uniform properties, P * Adh = NRdT. Now, a division of Equation (31) by T to obtain dS does not yield, upon integration, Equation (23), or δQ TdS for the chosen reversible path. This result, which may be the reason why Q 1 −Q 2 for this case, again highlights the thermodynamically inconsistent analysis of the cycle when the properties of the gas are taken to be uniform. The role of gravity is invoked when determining the change in the potential energy of the gas, but its effects on the intensive properties of the gas are ignored. Since the entropy changes and various "heat flows" are not consistently calculated, the resulting violation of the second law is only apparent, and is not an actual consequence of the process.
Conclusions
A cycle utilizing an ideal gas, similar to the process presented in Reference [1] , was proposed and consistently analyzed. When the effects of gravity are properly accounted for during each step of this cycle, while still assuming that the internal energy of the system is independent of g, no violation of the second law is found to occur. As of yet, there is no need to invoke a different assumption, whereby the internal energy and entropy, for example, are taken to be explicit functions of the gravitational field.
While the cycle discussed in Reference [1] was not directly analyzed here, the conclusions drawn for the cycle using the ideal gas also suggest that no violation will arise for the process with the sphere when all the effects of gravity are properly included. However, a thermodynamically consistent analysis of the cycle in Reference [1] should be done to confirm this conclusion, and would make for an interesting and worthwhile-albeit complicated-exercise.
The fundamental principles of thermodynamics indicate that the energy of a system is a state function, and therefore will be a function of other relevant properties or variables of the system. For many systems of interest, this energy function can be expressed as a sum of other functions, each of which depends only on a distinct subset of relevant properties. While not required, this splitting of the energy into separate terms is nevertheless done for convenience, and each of these separate functions are then labeled as different "existence forms" of energy [11] , such as kinetic, potential, and "internal". Within macroscopic thermodynamics, which makes no explicit reference to the underlying constituents of a material system, the implied meaning of "internal energy" has been those contributions to the total energy of the system that are related to some essential aspects or intrinsic characteristics of the system itself. Moreover, these "internal" properties of the system are presumably not influenced by any bulk motion of the system nor dependent upon a specific location in an "external" field [9] . For the gravitational field generated by the Earth, the amount of matter normally considered in a system of interest is so small by comparison that the gravitational field, or the gravitational potential at each location, is not altered by the presence of the system. In other words, the gravitational field, being considered as arising from something "external" to and fully distinct from the system, is regarded as completely independent of the "internal" thermodynamic state of the system [5] . Conversely, the thermodynamic state of the system, and hence the internal energy, is considered to be independent of the external field. Consequently, the internal energy is represented by a function only of other intrinsic system properties, such as the temperature, pressure, density, composition, etc. It is typically not considered to be explicitly dependent on the system's velocity and specific position in a field or on the field strength.
However, this assumed independence of the internal energy (and other thermodynamic properties) on the gravitational field does seem to contradict one of the key aspects of the heating/cooling of the sphere, which was the original problem of interest. As discussed before, when placed on the lower platform, gravity will serve to compress the solid, with the lower layers being compressed more than the upper layers. Therefore, the material in these lower layers will have a different (local) value of its internal energy compared to the material in the upper layers. Thus, is the internal energy of the solid not a function of the gravitational field? Although gravity is indeed compressing the solid, one may argue that the internal energy is an implicit-rather than a strictly explicit-function of the field. The (local) internal energy does not depend upon by the field per se, but rather is an immediate function of the local density variation that arises in the solid as a consequence of the gravitational field. If there were no field present, but some external agent or some restrictive boundary were instead compressing the solid to the same shape that it would have in the presence of the field, the resulting density variations within the solid would be identical to those that develop with gravity. Hence, the internal energy of the solid would be the same (at least for this non-relativistic analysis). The local density variations are intrinsic characteristics of the system. Therefore, the local internal energy, which as noted before is considered to be representative of the internal state of the system, is taken to be a function of just the local density, with the effects of gravity on the solid being instead accounted for through its influence on the local density. This is similar to how the pressure variations and entropy were determined in the analysis of the ideal gas, having been obtained directly from just the local density variation. This definition of the internal energy, when consistently applied, does not lead to any loss of information about the "internal" thermodynamic state of the system. Of course, due to this implicit influence, the internal energy could be redefined to directly include these gravitational effects (as was done in Reference [1] ). However, this redefinition is, as of yet, not strictly required and, arguably for the sake of simplicity, it is not necessary.
Admittedly, the chosen independence of the internal energy, and other related thermodynamic properties, on the gravitational, or other external, field is ultimately an assumption, the justification of which follows from the correspondence between the thermodynamic predictions that are obtained from it and empirical results [8] . Many thermodynamic analyses have invoked this selected form of a field-free internal energy [12] [13] [14] , the results of which do not appear to contradict our experience. Even so, the chosen definition of the internal energy does not follow from any thermodynamic reasoning. Hence, as noted above, nothing strictly precludes the extension of this definition to include variables related to a given external field, as was done in Reference [1] .
Of course, nowadays, we are cognizant of the molecular constituents of the system, and so tend to associate "internal energy" with those contributions to the total energy arising from the molecular properties of the system. Therefore, the dependent variables of the internal energy function are selected to be those macroscopic properties (e.g., temperature) that somehow modify these molecular properties [9] . However, a simple connection between these macroscopic and molecular properties may not arise in certain cases, such as what occurs for an ideal gas within a gravitational field in which the number of particles comprising the gas is small and the total energy of the gas is fixed. For this system, the location and velocity of a given particle are not statistically independent variables [15] . However, in the thermodynamic limit, the height and velocity of a particle become uncorrelated, and so the molecular-based analysis of an ideal gas in a gravitational field matches the results obtained from standard (macroscopic) thermodynamic analyses [15] .
From a molecular perspective, there are arguably only two "existence forms" of energy in most cases: kinetic and potential. When a molecular-based analysis of the first law of thermodynamics is performed [16] , only these two forms appear, in which the energy of the system can be separated into terms related to the gravitational potential energy of the particles, the kinetic energy due to the motion of the center of mass of the system, the kinetic energy due to the motion of the particles relative to the motion of the center of mass, and the potential energy arising from the interaction forces between the particles (and we are neglecting the contributions due to the internal degrees of freedom of the molecules themselves, such as rotational and vibrational). The latter two energies, being invariant to changes in the bulk velocity or location in a gravitational field, are combined together and relabeled as the "internal energy"; these are the contributions arising from the internal characteristics of the system itself (i.e., the molecules comprising the system), rather than from some other external body (as is the case for the gravitational field and the gravitational potential energy term) [17] . Hence, the standard choice that is made in nearly all thermodynamic analysis in which the "internal energy" is assumed not to be a function of the field strength. Again, this is an assumption based on the apparent non-influence of the field on the internal state of the system (at least for non-relativistic systems). Furthermore, this assumption has not as of yet been shown to lead to an inconsistency with the laws of thermodynamics.
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